GENEMBRANE-LINED

TENSIOMETER COVERS
The cover can be placed on almost every type of sile, for instance steel or concrete. The special self-sustaining UV resistant materials used to construct the covers are designed to withstand snow loading & wind, making it a perfect solution for weather resistance whilst retaining valuable nitrogen & ammonia.

AUTOMATIC SLURRY BUBBLE SYSTEM
ASBIS a cost effective, energy efficient method to ensure improved quality of stored slurry. The air is provided from a slotted compressor and manifolds to ensure sequential mixing. It has been proven that aeration can reduce slurry odour, reduce hydrogen sulphide emissions, ensure uniform consistency and increase available nitrogen. “A way to go when you want it!”

FLOATING LAGOON COVERS
The Nifolex floating lagoon cover can be fitted to an open-earth banked or lined lagoons, substantially reducing crust forming & locking in the nutrients.

We can also offer various mixing options including aeration systems, tractor PTO, electrical & umbilical floor mounted jetter systems to facilitate the floating covers.

Linton & Robinson Environmental Ltd.
Unit 20, Orchard Road Ind Est, Slane, Co. Meath. Tel: 048 7973 0277, Mobile: 077 4706 3140
E-mail: sales@lintonandrobinson.co.uk

Tom Ryan and Peter Varley look at the main points to consider and costs of building a geomembrane-lined slurry lagoon

Geomembrane-lined lagoons are very popular on expanding dairy farms or greenfield sites that are being converted to large dairy enterprises. They are the least expensive option for storing slurry on farms. Like the other options, they come with a number of advantages and disadvantages that we have listed below.

Advantages of a lagoon

- It is one of the more cost-effective options for storing large volumes of slurry.
- Once planning permission is obtained, installation should be very fast (some contractors claim installation can be achieved in two to three weeks).
- Slurry agitation is reasonably easy.

Disadvantages of a lagoon

- Planning permission for lagoons can be difficult to achieve in some county councils.
- Some sites are not suitable for lagoons (very rocky areas).
- A safety fence must be erected.
- Difficult to extend at a later date.
- Can gather a significant amount of rainwater.

Farmers planning to install a lined slurry store (lagoon) through TAMS II must use a contractor from the approved Department list. The specifications for geomembrane-lined slurry stores is listed on the Department’s website under SI 06. The main specifications to note are:

- A storage facility must be located not less than 50m from any water body in the case of new farmyards, and not less than 20m in the case of extensions or modifications to an existing facility.
- The banks of the store must be a minimum of...
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Farm Buildings Services Ltd.
Ardscull, Athy, Co. Kildare
Over 35 years experience providing service over the complete range of farm and agri-related buildings, including:
- Building design & layout.
- Applications for Planning, Licences, Grant Aid!!
- Environmental Impact Statements.
- Covenants.
- Negotiation of Prices and Competitive Tenders.
- Supervision of site works.
- Processing of final accounts.
- Processing of Insurance claims.

Contact Donie Flanagan on
(087) 9947714, (035) 8626286
Email: donieflanagan@gmail.com

MOORE CONCRETE

Above Ground Stores
Bunker Walls
Free Standing L-Walls
Water Troughs
Feed Troughs
Prestressed Wall Panels
SUREFOOT
Stairs & Cubicle Bases
Footballs
Slurry Channels
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60mm high above ground level and be well-compact-
ed. 

The slope angle should normally be 45°, but in certain soils the angle may be steeper. In no circum-
stance can the bank slope be steeper than 55°. 

The excavated and made-up material must be finished uniform and smooth and free of any sharp protru-
sions. 

The anchor trench (which holds the liner in place and prevents it from slipping) must be carefully
formed and compacted, and any un-
disturbed top soil beneath it must be removed.

A leak detection system must be installed under-
neath the geomembrane lining. 

A proper agitation point(s) built to the specifi-
cations outlined in §126.

Costs 

Tables 1 and 2 outline the various capacities and costs associated with geomem-
brane lined stores. Table 1 is calculated for 16 weeks and Table 2 for 20 weeks. Other assumptions for both tables are a depth of 3.6m, free-
board of 0.3m and a rainfall figure of 223mm per week. The costs are calculated using the TAMS II reference costs for the construction of geomembrane-lined stores plus €54.7 per metre for the surrounding protective fence.

Table 1 outlines the costs of construction (provided by one contractor of geo-
membrane stores) of various sizes of the types of slurry stores. A list of all contractors (324A) supply-
ning geomembrane-lined stores is available on the DAFM website. The cost of channels or pipes for bringing slurry to the store is not included.

Looking at all the tables, the most notable feature is the benefit shown due to economies of scale. The bigger the storage systems are, the cheaper they are per m³ and per cow. Compar-
ing Table 1 and Table 3, it appears that the TAMS II reference costs are lagging a little behind the contrac-
tor costs.

Consider O & D Environmental Contracting Ltd for a turn-key solution. With over 8 million square metres of lining material installed in Ireland and the UK, we have the experience to make sure your investment will last 30 years or more.

We only use products and methods approved by the Dept. of Agriculture, and our lagoons are eligible for up to a 40% rebate through the TAMSII Grant Scheme.

We can build any capacity size you require, large or small, countrywide.

We will never bait and switch you with low quotes that have hidden extras.

Give us a ring to discuss your needs, and we will give you a fair price and excellent advice.

John Ormonde 087-992-0494 / 053-91-27866
info@oddenvironmental.ie

Call: 056-7768650 / 056-7768126
Or 051-370777 / 051-886006

EXTRA GRIP Slats Now Available
Waterford & Kilkenny Depots